Amyloidogenic proteins and polypeptides can be divided into two structural classes, namely those which are flexible and are intrinsically disordered in their unaggregated state and those which form a compact globular structure with a well-defined tertiary fold in their normally soluble state. This review article is focused on amyloid formation by natively disordered polypeptides. Important examples of this class include islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP, amylin), pro-IAPP processing intermediates, a-synuclein, the Ab peptide, atrial natriuretic factor, calcitonin, procalcitonin, the medin polypeptide, as well as a range of de novo designed peptides. Amyloid formation is a complex process consisting of a lag phase during which no detectable fibril material is formed, followed by a rapid growth phase that leads to amyloid fibrils. A critical analysis of the literature suggests that a subset of intrinsically disordered polypeptides populate a helical intermediate during the lag phase. In this scenario, early formation of multimeric species is promoted by helixhelix association involving one region of the polypeptide chain which leads to a high effective concentration of an amyloidogenic sequence located in a different region of the chain. Helical intermediates appear to be particularly important in membrane-catalyzed amyloid formation and have been implicated in glycosaminoglycan mediated amyloid formation as well. There is suggestive evidence that targeting helix-helix interactions can be a viable strategy to inhibit amyloid formation. The characterization of transient helical intermediates is challenging, but new methods are being developed that offer the prospect of providing residue-specific information in real time.
Introduction
Amyloid formation plays an important role in a diverse range of human disorders including the spongiform encephalopathy, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and type 2 diabetes (Sipe, 1994; Selkoe, 2003; Chiti and Dobson, 2006 ).
An even larger number of polypeptides that show no evidence of amyloid formation in vivo do so in vitro, leading to the notion that the ability to form amyloid is a general feature of protein chains (Dobson, 1999; Vendruscolo et al., 2003) . A specific primary sequence is not required to form amyloid, but all amyloid fibrils share a number of common structural features. Amyloid fibrils are long, unbranched and the ordered regions adopt the classic cross-b-structure, in which the b-sheet hydrogen bonds are oriented parallel to the fibril axis, with the b-strands running perpendicular to the long axis of the fibril (Tycko, 2004; Nelson et al., 2005) . The strands are parallel in the in vitro amyloid formed by the Ab peptide of Alzheimer's disease and by islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP, also known as amylin), the two polypeptides for which the most detailed structural information is available. It has also been demonstrated, however, that fibrils can also be made up of anti-parallel strands (Petkova et al., 2002; Luca et al., 2007) . The super molecular organization of amyloid fibrils can be complex, and fibrils are usually composed of 2 -9 protofilaments per fibril (Goldsbury et al., 2000) . Structure determination of amyloid fibrils is an active and exciting area of research, and promising results have been obtained for IAPP and Ab by solid-state NMR and for a range of short seven-residue peptides by X-ray diffraction (Sawaya et al., 2007) . The emerging hypothesis that intermediates in amyloid formation are the toxic species has lead to a renewed focus on the nature of intermediate species (Kirkitadze et al., 2002; Caughey and Lansbury, 2003; Kayed et al., 2003; Walsh and Selkoe, 2004; Lansbury and Lashuel, 2006) . The time course of amyloid formation is complex and the details of fibril formation are not well understood, despite considerable effort. Amyloid formation involves a lag phase during which a critical nucleus is formed and during which no appreciable amyloid is detectable. The lag phase is followed by a rapid growth phase which leads to the production of amyloid fibrils (Oosawa and Asakura, 1975; Padrick and Miranker, 2002; Cannon et al., 2004; Ferrone, 2006; Wetzel, 2006) . A detailed understanding of the structure and energetics of amyloidogenic intermediates should provide critical information for the design of inhibitors.
Amyloidogenic proteins and polypeptides can be divided into two distinct structural classes: those which are flexible, and are intrinsically disordered or only marginally structured in their unaggregated state ('natively disordered') and those which form a compact globular structure with a well-defined tertiary fold in their normally soluble state. Globular proteins normally have to unfold, or at least have to partially unfold, to form amyloid. Natively unfolded sequences usually have lower intrinsic propensity to form amyloid than do sequences derived from globular proteins, but there are still many important examples of unstructured polypeptides which form amyloid in vivo (Table I) (Linding et al., 2004; Monsellier et al., 2008) . This review article focuses on amyloid formation by natively unfolded polypeptides. Important examples of 'natively disordered polypeptides' which form amyloid include: IAPP, which is the protein component of diabetes-associated islet amyloid; pro-IAPP processing intermediates; the Ab peptide of Alzheimer's disease; atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), which forms atrial amyloid; calcitonin and pro-calcitonin, the protein component of thyroid amyloid; medin polypeptide which is involved in medial amyloidosis; a-synuclein, responsible for Lewy body formation in Parkinson's disease; as well as a range of de novo designed peptides. The importance of Parkinson's disease, type 2 diabetes and Alzheimer's disease has stimulated interest in the mechanism of amyloid formation by natively unfolded polypeptides. A critical analysis of the literature argues that some natively unfolded polypeptides populate a helical intermediate during amyloid formation in solution.
The mechanism of amyloid formation in vivo may be quite different from that observed in dilute aqueous solution. Amyloid formation in vivo takes place in a heterogeneous environment with the potential for interactions with the extracellular matrix and with membranes (Snow and Wight, 1989; Sipe, 1994; Inoue, 2001; Ancsin, 2003; Knight and Miranker, 2004; Quist et al., 2005; Lashuel and Lansbury, 2006) . Thus, mechanistic studies of amyloid formation in heterogeneous environments are an important goal. Biophysical studies with components of the extracellular matrix and with well-defined model membranes have shown that a variety of amyloidogenic polypeptides readily adopt helical structures when bound to surfaces, and the helical intermediates generated appear to play an important role in amyloid formation.
Here, we review the evidence for the population of helical intermediates during amyloid formation by natively unfolded polypeptides in homogenous solution, and in the presence of membranes, and components of the extracellular matrix. We describe how the targeting of putative helical intermediates may lead to inhibitors of amyloid formation which act early in the self-assembly process. We point out suggestive recent studies which indicate that some inhibitors might actually target helical structures. We conclude with a brief discussion of the techniques that can be applied to probe the secondary structure of amyloid intermediates. Characterization of amyloidogenic intermediates is a major technical challenge, since many of the spectroscopic techniques which are routinely applied to soluble proteins are either not applicable to amyloid assembly or are much harder to employ and interpret. Mutational approaches which have proven to be powerful in the analysis of protein folding may not prove so effective when applied to amyloid formation. Fortunately, several newly developed non-invasive methods hold considerable promise.
Results
Ab and IAPP appear to populate helical intermediates during amyloid formation in solution Probably, the first evidence for the involvement of helical intermediates in amyloid formation came from the work of the Teplow lab on Ab (Kirkitadze et al., 2001; Teplow et al., 2006) . A number of lines of experimental evidence argue that the formation of a helical intermediate is important in amyloid formation by Ab (Kirkitadze et al., 2001) . A transient increase in helicity was observed via CD immediately before the appearance of b-structure, suggesting that the helical intermediate is a precursor to b-sheet formation. Mutational studies involving 18 separate variants of Ab demonstrated that the intermediate is populated in each case, and showed that the kinetics of its formation are correlated with the time course of the appearance of fibrils (Kirkitadze et al., 2001; Teplow et al., 2006) . Solvent perturbation experiments which made use of fluorinated alcohols such as hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) and trifluoroethanol (TFE) are also highly suggestive. TFE and HFIP are well known to promote helix formation in peptides, and HFIP is more effective on a per volume basis. The effect of these co-solvents on the kinetics of Ab aggregation is consistent with formation of a helical intermediate. The mutational studies, the solvent perturbation analysis and the time-resolved CD studies of wildtype Ab are all consistent with the intermediate being on-pathway. It is very important to point out that it is extremely difficult to prove that an intermediate is on-or offpathway. This is widely appreciated in studies of the folding of soluble proteins where it is often impossible to determine if a kinetic intermediate is on-or off-pathway, owing to the fact that experimental data can usually be equally well fit to the two competing models depicted below. This inherent ambiguity is less well appreciated in the field of amyloid formation, but recent works on the kinetics of membrane-catalyzed amyloid formation by IAPP clearly show that the problems which plague protein folding also come into play in studies of amyloid formation. Zanni and coworkers used newly developed two-dimensional infrared (2DIR) methods to follow the formation of amyloid by IAPP in the presence of model membranes in real time . A rise and then a decay of a spectroscopic signal which was associated with the intermediate was Pro-IAPP processing intermediates are thought to play a role in the in vivo generation of pancreatic amyloid and there is immunological evidence that they are found in islet amyloid deposits together with mature IAPP.
A.Abedini and D.P.Raleigh detected; however, straightforward analysis showed that the data could be equally well fit to a model in which the intermediate was on-pathway, or to a model in which it was offpathway. The ambiguity is not a consequence of the use of IR methods, but rather is a general feature of reaction kinetics and is a problem for time-resolved CD and fluorescence studies as well. IAPP offers a second example of a system in which helical intermediates appear to play a role; although the evidence, at least for studies in homogenous solution, is a bit more indirect. IAPP does not adopt a well-ordered structure in its monomeric state, but it does have a tendency to transiently populate partial helical structure as judged by studies of rat IAPP, and more robust helical structure can be induced in a variety of ways. Rat IAPP is not amyloidogenic, yet differs from the highly amyloidogenic human peptide at only 6 of 37 positions. Thus, rat IAPP offers the opportunity to study a soluble monomeric analog of IAPP. Analysis of the rat IAPP 1 H and 13 C NMR secondary shifts indicates that the segment encompassing residues 5 through 20 or residues 8 -20 transiently samples helical regions of the f,c map, whereas 1 H NMR of solubilized human IAPP indicate that it also has some propensity to transiently sample helical states (Williamson and Miranker, 2007; Yonemoto et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009) .
IAPP can be induced to form more robust helical structure in a variety of ways. Early studies show that the polypeptide forms well-ordered helical structure in mixed HFIP/H 2 O solvents (Cort et al., 1994) . In 25% HFIP, rat IAPP forms a single helix from residues 5 -20, as does the human peptide. An additional helical region encompassing residues 23-29 is observed in the human peptide in 25% HFIP. Eisenberg and coworkers have recently solved the crystal structure of a fusion protein consisting of human IAPP fused to maltosebinding protein (MBP). They found that human IAPP adopts a-helical structure from residues 8 to 18 and from residues 22 to 27 (Wiltzius et al., 2009) . Two molecules are observed in the asymmetric unit, and the pair of IAPP molecules was found to interact via the 8 -18 helical domains. The observed structure and IAPP -IAPP interactions are likely stabilized by interactions with MBP. Nonetheless, it is strikingly similar to the structure observed in the mixed HFIP/H 2 O solvent system. In addition, helical structure within the 8 -18 region is observed in a fragment of IAPP bound to model membranes, and NMR studies of full-length IAPP bound to SDS micelles reveal helical structure between residues 5 and 28 with a kink near the 18-22 segments (Namga et al., 2008; Patil et al., 2009) . Thus, although IAPP is dynamic and does not adopt rigid helical structure in aqueous solution in its monomeric state, it can clearly be induced to do so in a wide variety of ways. The fact that very similar helical structure is observed in the X-ray structure of the fusion protein, in a mixed HFIP/H 2 O solvent system, and when IAPP is bound to membranes or SDS micelles is highly suggestive.
IAPP has not been subjected to the same sort of analysis that the Teplow group applied to Ab, but examination of the literature suggests that IAPP also populates an early helical intermediate. For example, the rate of amyloid formation by IAPP is strongly dependent upon co-solvent concentration and increases as the volume fraction of the helix stabilizing solvent HFIP increases, at least up to a point, whereas the rate decreases in the presence of small amounts of helix destabilizing co-solvents such as DMSO (Padrick and Miranker, 2002; Abedini and Raleigh, 2005) . The MBP -IAPP structure suggests that IAPP may dimerize early in the self-assembly pathway and implies that those interactions could stabilize the helices. This hypothesis is supported by studies utilizing cross-linking methods (Wiltzius et al., 2009) .
A number of other polypeptides appear to populate helical intermediates during amyloid formation
There is also some, albeit not conclusive, evidence that helical intermediates may be involved in amyloid formation by insulin under certain conditions. Helical intermediates have also been shown to play a role in the aberrant aggregation of the natively unfolded tau protein, while the assembly of silk into its cross-b-structure in vivo is known to proceed via a helical intermediate (van Beek et al., 2000; Kunjithapatham et al., 2005) . Helical intermediates have been observed during amyloid formation by several de novo designed polypeptides, and in peptide fragments derived from globular proteins (Mihara and Takahashi, 1997; Fezoui et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2004; D'Auria et al., 2009) . These studies, together with the more extensive work on Ab and IAPP, strongly suggest that helical intermediates can play a role in amyloid formation by natively unfolded polypeptides in solution.
Helical intermediates might promote amyloid formation by generating a high local concentration of an amyloidogenic sequence
How might the formation of helical structure promote the conversion from a flexible unstructured ensemble of conformations to b-sheet-rich amyloid structures? A number of amyloidogenic polypeptides have a propensity to transiently populate helical structure, which could be further stabilized by peptide -peptide or peptide -membrane interactions. Helix formation and self-association are thermodynamically linked in many systems; classic examples include peptides with a tendency to form amphiphillic helices, coiled coils and other oligomerization domains, and numerous designed systems. In this model, the initial formation of oligomers would be driven by the linkage between helix formation and association (Fig. 1) . It is unlikely that helical structure would extend throughout the molecule, and there is good evidence that it does not do so in the systems studied to date. In this case, helix-mediated association will lead to a high local concentration of an aggregation prone sequence, and this in turn could promote intermolecular b-sheet formation. A highly schematic representation of this scenario is depicted in Fig. 1 . It is important to appreciate that helical intermediates do not always have to lead to an increase in the rate of amyloid formation. If the helical intermediate were too stable, it could actually decrease the rate of amyloid formation since it would represent a kinetic trap. Such effects appear to be operative in IAPP membrane systems when the content of anionic lipids is high, and may potentially be important during the aggregation of pro-IAPP processing intermediates in the presence of HSPGs ( . The rate of amyloid formation by IAPP is enhanced by peptide-membrane interactions. IAPP undergoes a transition from its natively disordered monomeric state to an a-helical structure when it binds to membranes; and the ability to adopt membrane-induced a-helical structure is conserved in IAPP molecules from different species (Knight et al., 2006) . Experiments have been conducted with a range of lipid compositions and efficient peptide-membrane interactions require the presence of anionic lipids. This is not surprising since IAPP has a net positive charge at neutral pH. Some of the studies of IAPP-membrane interactions used mole fractions of anionic lipids that were likely not within the normal physiological range, but the basic principle that interactions with membranes induce helical structure in IAPP is robust.
NMR and EPR studies have provided important information about the conformation of IAPP on the membrane. The NMR studies outlined in the proceeding section reveal helical structure which is remarkably consistent with that observed in the crystal structure of the MBP -IAPP fusion protein. EPR is a more perturbing technique than NMR, since it involves the use of analogs of IAPP which lack the native Cys-2 to Cys-7 disulfide bond, but contain a spin-label attached to a non-native Cys (Apostolidou et al., 2008) . Nonetheless, the results are in good general agreement with the NMR work and lead to a model in which residues 9 through 22 of membrane-bound IAPP adopt helical structure, whereas the N-and C-termini are much less ordered. The structural models are attractive because the region which becomes helical on the membrane is similar to the region which has the highest propensity to sample helical structure in the monomeric state, and because they also provide a plausible frame work for envisaging how a membranebound helical intermediate promotes the development of b-sheet structure. A number of factors come into play; association with the membrane leads to a high local concentration of peptide, and membrane-bound IAPP monomers collide via diffusion in two, rather than in three dimensions. In these models, the C-terminal region of IAPP is not interacting with membranes and is much more flexible. This portion of IAPP is highly amyloidogenic, and thus the association of the helical regions could lead to a high local concentration of a very amyloidogenic region of the molecule (Nilsson and Raleigh, 1999) . The model predicts that variants of IAPP which contain substitutions that inhibit b-sheet formation by the C-terminal region would lead to a membrane-bound helical species that will not progress to amyloid. Along these lines, comparative 2DIR studies of rat and human IAPP show that rat IAPP forms a membranebound intermediate which appears to be very similar to the intermediate detected with human IAPP . The time scale for formation of the rat and human IAPP membrane-bound intermediates are very similar; however, the rat peptide is trapped in the intermediate non-amyloid state. Five of the six amino acid differences between the rat and the human sequence lie within the region extending from the C-terminus to the major helical region; these include several prolines and other residues expected to significantly decrease amyloidogenicity. The model also predicts that formation of helical structure could inhibit amyloid formation if the helices were overly stabilized, since the system would be trapped in a non-amyloid conformation. There is experimental evidence that such effects can be observed in IAPP -membrane systems (Jayasinghe and Langen, 2005; Apostolidou et al., 2008) .
A large body of work indicates that a-synuclein adopts partial helical structure when bound to model membranes, but the effects of protein -membrane interactions on the rate of aggregation are not clear, and there are conflicting reports in the literature. Some workers have proposed that membraneprotein interactions inhibit amyloid formation, whereas others present evidence that they enhance it (Lee et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2003) . The different results may reflect differences in the stability of the membrane-bound helical structure under the different experimental conditions. Medin, another natively unfolded protein, has also been shown to populate helical structure when it interacts with membranes, and formation of the helical intermediate appears to promote amyloid formation (Olofsson et al., 2007) . Initial oligomerization is driven by the thermodynamic linkage between self-association and helix formation (step 1). This in turn generates a high local concentration of a region of the protein chain which has a high propensity to adopt b-structure. Propagation of b-structure leads to the formation of b-sheet-rich assemblies. The diagram is schematic and is not meant to imply a specific pathway of assembly. A tetramer is shown here for the purposes of illustration, but a range of oligomeric species could be formed. The diagram implies a sequential zipping of the b-strands and unwinding of the helices, but this is simply meant to be illustrative and a diversity of pathways is likely.
A. Abedini and D.P.Raleigh Helical intermediates and amyloid formation are not limited to membrane -peptide interactions. For example, recent work has probed the potential role of pro-IAPP processing intermediates in amyloid formation in type 2 diabetes (Park and Verchere, 2001; Abedini et al., 2006) . The studies were motivated by the fact that partially processed pro-IAPP is found in amyloid deposits in vivo. One theory postulates that interactions between the pro-IAPP processing intermediates and sulfated proteoglycans of the extracellular matrix lead to amyloid formation (Park and Verchere, 2001) . In vitro biophysical studies have shown that these interactions can efficiently promote amyloid formation by pro-IAPP processing intermediates, and the work offers evidence that helical intermediates are involved .
Targeting helical intermediates may provide a route to inhibiting amyloid formation
Preventing the formation of a helical intermediate will inhibit amyloid formation if the intermediate is on-pathway, and trapping amyloidogenic peptides in the intermediate helical state would prevent amyloid formation whether the intermediate was on-or off-pathway. Insulin is among the most potent inhibitors of IAPP aggregation, and its proposed mode of action is consistent with it targeting a helical intermediate. There are a number of lines of evidence in support of this assertion. NMR studies have shown that residual helical structure in human IAPP appears to be important for its interactions with insulin. Independent peptide mapping studies and docking studies using the MBP -IAPP structure all argue that insulin interacts with IAPP via the putative helical region of IAPP (Gilead et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2009; Wiltzius et al., 2009) .
One could envisage inhibitors that combine a recognition motif that targets helical oligomeric species with a unit which prevents the conversion of the helical oligomers into b-sheet-rich structures. Studies with IAPP point mutants are highly suggestive that this strategy is viable. For example, an I26P point mutant converts human IAPP from a highly amyloidogenic molecule into a potent inhibitor of amyloid formation by wild-type IAPP . Note that the mutation lies outside of the major putative helical domain, and thus the molecule should be capable of interacting with wild-type IAPP to form a heterogeneous helical intermediate, in which one or more of the peptide chains contain a mutation that prevents the conversation to b-sheet structure (Fig. 2) . This proposed mechanism is similar to the mode of action of certain dominant negative inhibitors of transcription factors.
New methods are needed to define helical intermediates with residue-specific resolution
The method of choice for obtaining residue-specific information about the folding of soluble proteins is to analyze the effect of point mutations on the rate of folding, and on the stability of the protein. If certain conditions are met, the ratio of the change in the activation free energy to the change in the equilibrium free energy of folding, the f-value, can be interpreted to reflect the development of structure in the transition state for folding. Although the mutational analysis of amyloid formation is powerful, it is unlikely that it can be reliably applied in the same fashion that f-values are used in protein folding. The mechanism of amyloid formation is complex and may involve multiple pathways and the production of heterogeneous species during the lag phase. Thus, mutations may alter the mechanism of fibril formation or redirect flux through alternative pathways. In addition, amyloid fibrils can be polymorphic and mutations could alter the final structure of the fibril, either at the level of influencing which regions adopt cross-b-structure, or at the supramolecular level. All of these considerations argue that mutational studies need to be analyzed with care. Unfortunately, standard spectroscopic methods lack the resolution to provide residue-specific information. Studies of helical intermediates have largely relied upon the use of CD to follow secondary structure formation. CD spectroscopy is very sensitive to the presence of helical structure, but it can be difficult to quantitatively deconvolve CD spectra to deduce relative populations of secondary structure, particularly if light scattering becomes a problem. In a perfect world, one would like to define the regions of the polypeptide which are sampling helical structure in both homogenous and heterogeneous systems, but this is not possible with CD, and the same problem applies to standard IR studies. A third complicating factor is that the CD signal of an a-helix is sensitive to the length of the helical segment, and the rotational strength (intensity) of the helical bands is much weaker for short helices. Consequently, the CD spectrum of a polypeptide which transiently samples a set of short helical segments could appear to arise from a system which is largely unfolded, even though it has a significant tendency to sample helical structure. NMR does not suffer from this difficulty, and it is interesting to note that there are examples of unfolded soluble proteins which appear to have more helical structure as judged by NMR then by CD. Unfortunately, high-resolution NMR studies of aggregating systems are extraordinarily difficult, and aggregation is usually too fast to allow modern multi-dimensional NMR to be applied. Fortunately, recent advances in IR spectroscopy and specific isotopic labeling offer the exciting prospect of being able to obtain site-specific structural information with high intrinsic time resolution in a non-perturbing manner (Zanni and Hochstrasser, 2001; Mukherjee et al., 2006; Shim et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008 . 2DIR with 13 C 18 O isotopic labeling of specific carbonyls appears to be the method of choice . The method offers good spectral resolution while retaining structural information. The labeling shifts the frequency of the amide-I mode of interest well away from the broad natural abundance background, whereas the 2D experiment allows the weak coupling between the perturbed mode and the unlabelled Fig. 2 . A schematic diagram of how a hypothetical inhibitor which combines a helix recognition motif with a b-sheet breaker could act as an inhibitor. The diagram is meant to represent a mutant of an amyloidogenic peptide in which the mutation (depicted as an X) is located in a region outside of the helix recognition motif, but within a region critical for conversion to b-structure. Some IAPP point mutants may act via this mechanism.
Amyloid formation by natively unfolded proteins and polypeptides oscillators to be detected, and thus, provides the structural information. Advances in instrumentation now allow one to record 2DIR spectra 'on-the-fly', opening the door to highresolution kinetic studies (Shim et al., 2007 ). 2DIR studies of amyloid formation are still relatively novel, but real-time kinetic investigations of amyloid formation in homogenous solution and in membrane-bound systems have already been reported; multiple labeling schemes will allow the delineation of helical regions.
Conclusions
The generality of helical intermediates and their exact role, i.e. on-or off-pathway, remains an open question, but the literature reviewed above, and careful consideration of data published on Ab and IAPP, argues that they play a role in amyloid formation in those two systems in vitro. The issue of whether or not other natively unfolded polypeptides form helical intermediates during amyloid formation is less clear, although the studies reviewed here are strongly suggestive. The role of helical intermediates in amyloid formation in vivo is an open question. The case for helical intermediates appears to be even stronger for membrane-catalyzed amyloid formation in particular, and for surface mediated amyloid formation in general. Initial observations suggest that targeting helical oligomeric intermediates offers a route to the rational design of amyloid inhibitors. Mechanistic studies of amyloid formation in real time have suffered from low structural resolution and/or limited time resolution; however, recent methodological developments hold considerable promise. We hope this review will help to stimulate further investigations of the potential role of helical intermediates in amyloid formation, and will also help to motivate the application of new methodologies to a range of amyloidogenic systems.
